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Additional right turn lane for 
Milton Street, Ashfield  

 
The NSW Government is delivering this project as part of its program to ease 
congestion and improve travel times on Sydney’s busiest corridors. 
Road users currently experience lengthy delays turning right from Milton Street into Georges River Road, 
particularly in the afternoon peak. To address this, we are widening the eastern side of Milton Street to 
provide an additional right turn lane and a dedicated through lane.  

These improvements will reduce congestion at the intersection by more than 30 per cent.  

It is estimated the upgrade could deliver a boost to the NSW economy of more than $1.5 million a year 
based on travel time savings, productivity improvements, a reduction in environmental costs, as well as 
vehicle operating and crash costs.  

Community feedback 
Roads and Maritime Services would like to thank everyone who provided feedback in September to the 
proposal to improve the intersection.  After considering the community’s feedback we have decided to 
continue with the project unchanged.  
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Consultation report 
We have responded to all community feedback in a consultation report, which is available on our website. 
Key matters raised by the community included: 

• Restricting the right turn into and out of Blackwood Avenue  
• Extending parking restrictions 
• Environmental impacts because of the proposed work including noise and tree removal 
• Safety for road users. 

What happens next?  
Construction is expected to start in late 2019. Key stakeholders, nearby residents and road users will 
continue to be kept informed as the project progresses. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact us 
If you have any further questions, please contact our project manager, Henry Mi, on 1800 572 004 or  
pinchpoint@rms.nsw.gov.au. 

For more information on our projects, visit rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-south/georges-river-rd-milton-st-
ashfield/index.html . Thank you for your patience during this important work. 
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